
 
 
SOPHIE HANAGARTH – awarding ceremony, CODA Sunday 01-11-2015 
 
Welcome: family members, and friends, and - and now I try to say a few words in 
French - bienvenue a notre laureate Sophie Hanagarth, bienvenue pour ses enfants 
Herman et Barbara, pour ses parents, et pour son ami, et pour Brune Boyer. 
Malheureusement pour vous je ne peut pas continuer en francais, mais je promets que 
je vais dire seulement des belles choses a propos de Sophie. 
 
Sophie, I’m happy that finally on this busy day your moment has come: the awarding 
ceremony in honour of you. I guess it has been quite a long day for you. 
 
The Françoise van den Bosch Award is a biannual award for an international 
jewellery artist of outstanding qualities and appeal. Today it will be presented for the 
18th time. It is a funny coincidence that Paul Derrez, who was the first recipient of the 
award in 1980, opened his special exhibition of 40 years working just a few hours 
ago, here in the same museum. The foundation celebrates a jubilee this year, 35 years. 
And I invite you all to come and see our small jubilee exhibition at the Sieraad Art 
Fair in Amsterdam, which opens next Thursday.  
We can say the foundation has reached a respectable age - and it is strange when you 
realize that the foundation is now older than Françoise, who died at the age of 33. It is 
a long time ago when Françoise made her fundamental and sensitive jewellery and 
objects in steel, aluminium and bras - she died in 1977. But when we were busy 
preparing the jubilee exhibition we were again impressed by her power in handling 
metals - something that appealed to you as well, Sophie. 
 
The jury for the award consisted this time of:  
Bas Kok (on behalf of the board of the Foundation) 
David Bielander, who was then the last winner of the award 2012 
Carin Reinders, the director of this museum, and our host today 
Aldo Bakker, designer, and teacher at Design Academy Eindhoven 
Judith van den Boom, leader of the product Design Department at ArtEZ Arnhem. 
 
On behalf of the board of the foundation I would like to thank them all. Thanks to the 
generous work of these jury members, who accept to voluntarily think and discuss 
possible candidates for this award, by doing preparatory homework, and getting 
together to discuss ideas and criteria and to agree on one artist. And I assure you this 
is not easy. Thanks to this mutual effort we are able to sustain this system of 
awarding. 
 
And finally many thanks to the CODA Museum, especially to the director Carin 
Reinders for making this exhibition possible and realizing it. Many thanks, Carin. 
 
Dear Sophie, 
December last year we spent many hours on Skype. The aim was to produce an article 
on your work for Metalsmith, an American magazine. These conversations were 
extremely interesting and funny, and made me think again how privileged I am to 



have this as a job: to talk with artists and to find out what drives them. There’s a lot 
that moves and drives you, because you are really a passionate maker.  
There is techniques for instance: the fact that you prefer simple techniques for 
handling metals, without using much equipment. You even told me that forging pure 
iron for you had to do with ‘doing something very easy’ - well it doesn’t look like that 
at all to me. But you explained it to me as a rush job: you hit the heated material with 
a hammer, you twist it with pinchers, and there you go. It results in braids, weaves 
and knots but also in a giant mushroom, or lingam as you called it.  
And that is a theme in your work: sexuality and corporality. You like to talk about 
topics that most people avoid, and you have discovered language with all its 
synonyms and euphemisms for male and female sexuality as a rich source of 
inspiration. You like to put this jewellery about sexuality or excrements openly on the 
body, and often this results in very humorous objects - the pendulous ends of the 
family jewels hanging low near the legs, or the excrements disguised as medals of 
honour. The family jewels are an interesting theme in your work. You made a couple 
of them in different materials, but I prefer the long band ending in two balls, which is 
totally made from beer bottle caps - Heineken beer, mind that! 
You want people to experience your jewellery - that’s why you once invited every 
visitor to a gallery show in Geneva, to wear the pieces. After some time complete 
strangers were swapping their family jewels, and trying and feeling the balls. This is 
an unusual and engaging way of showing jewellery - unfortunately not possible every 
time. 
Your jewellery evokes strong reactions, like the Trap bracelet that looks like a giant 
jaw. I once had to defend it, together with another woman, in front of three male 
colleagues who were all pretty upset by the piece. It was a very interesting 
conversation and experience. I think it is very important indeed that your jewellery 
has this ability to attract and put off people.  
French Kiss is another piece of jewellery that sticks in my memory. How could one 
ever think of materialising a French kiss in pure iron? Well, you did and quite 
successfully. The two tongues are made from forged pure iron and are hanging from a 
leather band. You told me how funny it was to travel to Normandy to work with an 
extremely skilled forger, and to have all these very male, long, erotic tools at your 
disposition, just to make these two flabby tongues in this material.  
It doesn’t seem quite obvious but religion, or religious imagery, is another important 
theme in your work - the Hearts, which were the first jewels you actually created at 
the academy in Geneva, and that stayed a theme in your work for some years, have a 
religious connotation. The chimneys, which some of your hearts have, refer to the 
energy, the soul, the burning and life - to God who blows life in the heart of creatures.  
You find your inspiration in museums, where you go to see painting, medieval art, 
folk art, and religious and magical objects, and where you can spend hours and hours, 
‘where time is in suspension’ as you told me. Besides that you have built a collection 
of books about painting, the body or ethnology, and also a collection of old religious 
and popular souvenirs. You never use this imagery literally though.   
 
And then there is jewellery of course, because jewellery is what drives you. You love 
it as a rich subject of study. As you told during the Skype: “Jewellery is so distant 
from the body by its artificiality, and so close when animated by the body. It is a 
popular object and at the same time it is magical.”  
 



I think your understanding of jewellery is very important - especially now, in this 
period, when there are so many doubts about contemporary jewellery and where it 
should go. I think every jewellery student should come and see your exhibition, and 
take the time to reflect on it. Because in your work they can find a tasty blend of 
craftsmanship, fun, irony and an awareness of the positioning of jewellery on the 
body. 
The foundation is very happy with the acquisition of three pieces of jewellery by you: 
a Trap bracelet, a Bretzel pendent, and a Lipstick ring. They will be on show next 
week in our jubilee exhibition at the fair in Amsterdam. 
 
Sophie, I would like to thank you for your estimated contribution to contemporary 
jewellery and therefore it is an honour to invite you to step forward, so that I can hand 
over some proofs of the Françoise van den Bosch Award. 
 
 
Every two years the foundation invites a student or recently graduated young artist to 
design a trophy for the recipient. This time we invited Eline Willemarck from 
Antwerp. She studied jewellery at the Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam where she got 
her BA in 2013, and she finished her studies with an MA at Sint Lucas in Antwerp in 
2014. Eline, would you please come forward and present your trophy to Sophie. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 


